**Pump Drive AM230 BOM 1029016X**

**Description:**
- Special AM230, front side pump pads: ITB10500007
- Drawing and 3D model are valid for all ratios

**Drawing and Model Information:**
- **Drawing:** IT2062146
- **3D Model:** IT2062146

**Dimensions:**
- **Central Input Rotation:**
  - n°6 holes M12x1.75
  - 20
  - 10.5

- **Input Flange:**
  - DIN 150
  - n°6 holes M12x1.75
  - 8.5

- **Oil Dipstick Breather Plug:**
  - n°4 holes M14x2 thru
  - 12/24 DP 14T

**Surface Treatment:**
- TOLL. GEN. DILAVORAZIONE
- H13 FORO - h13 ALBERO

**Notes:**
- NOTICE! THIS PRINT CONTAINS PROPRIETARY INFORMATION AND IS NOT TO BE USED IN ANY MANNER DETRIMENTAL TO THE INTEREST OF TWIN DISC, INCORPORATED
- THIS NOTICE IS NOT INTENDED TO NULLIFY OR LIMIT RIGHTS GRANTED TO THE U.S. GOVERNMENT OR OTHERS BY CONTRACT.